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Grade:  First Grade
Title:  Jjn Ie at the Window/ Tideo
Week:  December 3-6

Source:  Various

Materials:  none

MPG/Big  Idea: State Standard:
MPG1:  Develop  skills  in  music  readinq 9.1

Enduring  Understandings:
1.  Music  reading  skills  provide the basis for creating,  understanding  and  performing  music

Essential  Questions:
1.  What is  music?

Knowledge:
4.  Singing  a  wide variety of music  either alone or in  groups will  create  challenging  singing  scenarios
2.  Melodic phrases have specific characteristics and  can  be repeated

Skills:

Vocal Skills
6.  Perform  one or more of the following:
traditional songs, singing games,  chants,  rhymes
and/or dances from various cultures

Melody: Pitch, Melodic Contour, Melodic
Patterns, Melodic Phrases, Scales and
Tonality
4.  Demonstrate recognition of phrases,  repeated
phrases and  phrase endings

Procedure:
1.  Listen to the song
2.  Have the students learn the song by rote
3,  Have the students determine which  phrases are
the same and which are different
4.  Notice that ``tideo" ends every phrase
5. Teach the body percussion  pattern that will  be
performed  on  each tideo (patchen-clap-high five
right left)
6.  Have the class form  a circle facing  outside,
holding  hands with  arms over head forming  an
arch
7.  One student will  be on the outside of the circle
8.  On  phrase one the leader moves passed one
window,  stopping  on ``tideo'' and  performing the
body percussion  pattern with the student standing
in front of them
9. On phrase two the leader moves past two
windows stopping on ``tideo" and  performing the
body percussion  pattern with the student standing
in front of them
10.  Repeat the pattern on  phrase three passing
three windows
11,  On the last phrase, the student moves four
windows and  re eats the bod ercussion



12.  On the refrain the same students who
interacted on  the final  phrase grab  both  hands
and  circle finishing the  phrase with the  new
``leader" on the outside.

Assessment:
-active participation
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